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History of Navigation

   People always needed to know where to go

   Natural landmarks (trees, ponds, hills)

   As language evolved so did signage



Wayfinding

   Coined by Kevin Lynch in 1960 work “image of the 
city”

-  “Deals with the process of using spatial and 
environmental information to navigate within the 
“built” world” (Reiss, Rediscovering Wayfinding, 2001)

   Not too much concentration on cognitive principles

   Mijksenaar – prominent wayfinding design firm, 
responsible for signage and navigation aids in Schipol 
Amsterdam Airport.



Do you ever have problems navigating 
the library?  

   Yes!

   “I always miss meals 
because I’m lost in the 
library” - Joyce Liu

   “The doors aren’t 
blatant enough” - 
Anonymous 



How fast to find book?

Time: 2 min 10 sec Time: .......



How fast to find book?

Time: 4 min 40 sec Time: 5 min 35 sec



Problems

   Visual Perception and Attention

- Signs and directions are hard to spot

- Shelves are hard to differentiate 

- Difficulty to orient self on the map



Signs don’t stand out

   You walk out of an elevator 
but don’t pay attention to the 
sign right in front of you

   Attention has a limited 
nature. What is not attended 
to often gets filtered out 
before perception 
(Willingham, 2006)

   We give our attention to 
objects.  There are too many 
indistinguishable objects on 
the sign

“Despite seeing this sign, people still 
go the wrong way to get to the T’s” 



Solution...

   Make important information 
bigger so it is more likely to be 
attended to

   When one object differs in a 
surface feature (size) it is more 
likely to be attended to and 
quicker to be found

   Increasing size difference of two 
objects makes them easier to 
compare (Mayer & Boyer, 1976)



Shelves are hard to differentiate�

   Vastness and 
monotony of the 
stacks is overwhelming

   Armed with a call 
number you must do a 
serial search to find 
your book. These are 
slow.



Solution I...

   Call number has a color 
associated with it

   You will feature-match the 
color you anticipate to the 
shelf (Willingham, 2006)

   Individual features are 
searched pre-attentively.  
The search will be in parallel 
which is quicker.



Solution 2...

   Gestalt Principles -
Change organization of 
shelves so that similar 
structures are grouped

   “Objects that lie close 
together are perceived 
to fall into 
groups” (Thórisson, 
1994)



Confusing Maps 

   The map is oriented the 
wrong way

   Must use visual imagery 
to rotate the map to the 
correct orientation

   There is no way of 
pinpointing where we are



Solution 1...

   Orient the map the 
same way that you 
are facing. No 
rotation necessary so 
makes it simpler

   Have a “you are 
here” mark which 
catches attention.



Solution 2...

   Touch Screen Map

   Even less mental 
rotation necessary 
when map is parallel 
and similarly oriented.

   Touch screen can 
trace the path, 
mentally rehearse
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Note:

   What was presented here only includes 
the parts of the project I was directly in 
charge of. 

   This was only 1/3 of the presentation, if 
the Library Research award staff wants to 
see the full presentation please email me 
at tawfik@rice.edu. 
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